
FROM YOUR FELT PACK:

 ‘Balloons in the Sky’ set up: 
The blue background felt 
with half the sun, one cloud 
and some balloon strings

 For your child: Small white 
circles for the clouds, yellow 
rectangles for the sun’s rays 
and coloured circles for the 
balloons

 Photos of balloons in the 
sky

 Some blown up balloons 
tied with ribbon

 A poem or song about 
balloons (optional)

10–15 minutes

BALLOONS IN THE SKY

Introduction: Put out the balloons that you have blown up and tied with ribbon. Talk about how they are big, 
round and full of air. Toss them up towards the ceiling, watching and discussing how the balloons move. Look at 
the trailing and dangling ribbons too.

Recite a poem or sing a song about balloons – alternatively you could say these lines from a poem by Judith 
Thurman: Balloons on the street fidget in fresh air, strain at their leashes. If you lose a balloon it bolts home for 
the moon. Talk about the meaning and the movement of the balloons.

Then look at the photos together of different types of balloons in the sky. Ask your child to tell you what they can 
see and comment on the types of balloons with their baskets or strings, their purpose (adventure activity, travel, 
celebrations), the sun shining and the white, fluffy clouds. Tell your child that today they are going to make a 
‘Balloon in the Sky’ picture of their own, using a sun, clouds, balloons and strings, to mark a celebration. Show 
your child the ‘Balloons in the Sky’ composition that you have started.

The Sun: Ask your child if they can see how to finish the sun that you started – wait for them to suggest adding 
more yellow rectangles. Help them to space them out evenly to make the rays.

Clouds: Talk about the white, fluffy cloud that you have made. Ask your child if they can see how to make more 
clouds like that. Show them how to compare the size of the white circles for the clouds, by placing one circle on 
top of another, or holding them up next to each other. Then show them how to add a few more clouds to the 
picture by overlapping the white circles. Support them with spacing out the clouds so as to use all of the space 
available.

Balloons: Point out to your child the wavy, vertical strings that are in the sky. Draw their attention to the those 
that are missing their balloons and ask them if they can put the balloons back in the sky to make the sky look 
beautiful for a celebration. Show them how to tie the balloons back on to the strings by placing a coloured circle 
on top of each string. 

Praise your child for the specific things they have done well. Summarise the transformation: At first there was 
only one cloud and now there are lots. You have filled the sky with colourful balloons and made it more beautiful! 

Your child can work in cooperation with others to produce a shared composition.
Your child knows what the various felt pieces represent, and where and how to use them.
Your child can use all the available space for placing clouds (without a visual clue to help them 
decide on the placement).
Your child can talk about their transformation of the sky – the addition of clouds and balloons.

To develop curiosity and creativity
To complete and transform a picture of the sky with clouds and balloons
To take part in discussion and answer questions
To talk about important social events (we release balloons to mark celebrations)
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